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ā  á  ǎ  à
Practice pronouncing the tones with the teacher.

Now use your hand to gesture which tone I am saying.

1 2 3 4



ā  á  ǎ  à 
ē  é  ě  è 
ī  í  ǐ  ì 
ō  ó  ǒ  ò 
ū  ú  ǔ  ù
ü  ü  ü  ü 

Group work – practice saying the tones,
your team mates have to guess 

which tone you’re saying. Refer to the tones handout if 
you need help or ask the teacher.



1. Add the first tone ‘─’ to the Pinyin below:

ha guan hao jia

2. Add the second tone ‘⁄’ to the Pinyin below:

he lou qiong zhi

3. Add the third tone ‘v’ to the Pinyin below:

liu hu hui xi       

4. Add the fourth tone ‘\’ to the Pinyin below 
(the two dots in ü are taken away when it is with j, q, x or y) :

ju yu lu xun

Tone marks are 
always placed 

above the vowels: 
a, o, e, i, u, ü. 

If there are more 
than one vowel, 
priorities are like 

this:
1) a
2) o, e
3) i, u (whichever 

at the end)

Can you put the tone marks  in the right 
places?

WRITING THE TONE MARKS



1. Add the first tone ‘─’ to the Pinyin below:

hā guān hāo jiā

2. Add the second tone ‘⁄’ to the Pinyin below:

hé lóu qióng zhí

3. Add the third tone ‘v’ to the Pinyin below:

liǔ hǔ huǐ xǐ

4. Add the fourth tone ‘\’ to the Pinyin below 
(the two dots in ü are taken away when it is with j, q, x or y) :

jù yù lù xùn

Tone marks are 
always placed 

above the vowels: 
a, o, e, i, u, ü. 

If there are more 
than one vowel, 
priorities are like 

this:
1) a
2) o, e
3) i, u (whichever 

at the end)

Can you put the tone marks  in the right 
places?

WRITING THE TONE MARKS


